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Reporting from 
the Archives 
Python + Google Sheets API 
= Better Data, Faster Migration
⧫ ⧫
⧫ ⧫
Columbia University Special Collections Data Universe
● Several archival repositories with divergent tools/workflows
● ~4K collection-level MARC records
● ~4K accessions in Archivists’ Toolkit
● ~1,400 legacy EAD finding aids with hierarchical description




● ~1,400 legacy EAD finding aids with 
hierarchical description
Phase I
● ~4K collection-level MARC records
● ~4K accessions in Archivists’ Toolkit
⧫ ⧫
● Combine container 
structure (<dsc>) from 
finding aids with 
collection-level data 
already in AS and MARC 
records.
● Some collection-level 
description was better in 
legacy finding aids, but 
varied from record to 
record.
● How to determine the 
source of truth for 
conflicting data? Review 
process could be extremely 
time consuming. 




EAD comparison and review 
workflow (Google Sheets) 
● Each element is presented 
side by side for comparison.
● Archivists review and flag 
which is the “correct” one.
● Some heuristics help 
automate decision, e.g., if text 
size differs by +x chars, then 
migrate the longer.  
⧫ ⧫
Introducing sheetFeeder
Lightweight, pythonic abstraction of 
GSheets API functions.
● One-time setup (creds, token)
● Read/write sheet contents as 
python lists 
● Import CSV into sheet with 
single command
● Utility functions (query rows 
by matching columns, regex 
matching, etc.)
⧫ ⧫
Getting Started with the Google Sheets API
(developers.google.com/sheets/api)
Advantages
● No manual import/export steps
● No passing CSV files to colleagues, worrying about the 
“latest version,” etc. 
● Version control 
● Flexible UI for viewing/interacting with data
● Powerful transformation possibilities, both in Python 
and via Sheets formulas, filters, etc.
⧫ ⧫
Other Uses 
Any data parseable into lists or 
arrays can be data source for 
sheet reporting, e.g., JSON from 
the ArchivesSpace API.
 
● Weekly accession report by 
repository
● Daily report of validation 
and schematron errors 
(DACS compliance) 
● Composite dashboard 
blending site metrics 
(Google Analytics) with 
collection data from OAI 
feed.
⧫ ⧫
Best Fit Use Cases
● Projects with distributed 
review/QC. Report to sheets, 
solicit review in a controlled way 
in a shared, collaborative 
interface.
● Data that is suited for tabular 
representation. Highly structured 
or nested data, or data requiring 
relational tables may not be a 
good fit.
● Organizations who make heavy 
use of Google Apps and have a 
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CUL ArchivesSpace code: https://github.com/cul/rbml-archivesspace
sheetFeeder: https://github.com/dwhodges2/sheetFeeder
Google Sheets API documentation: https://developers.google.com/sheets/api/
Slides: doi.org/10.7916/d8-6nk3-xw47
Look for our forthcoming article in Code4Lib Journal!
